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Understanding software maintainability often involves calculation of metric values at a micro-level of methods and classes. Building on these micro-level measurements and complementary to them, econometric techniques help to provide a more precise understanding of the maintainability of software systems in general.

Maintaining a software system is like renovating a house: it usually takes longer and costs more than planned. Like a house owner preparing a condition report identifying potential problems before renovation, a software owner should assess maintainability of software before renovating or extending it. To measure software maintainability one often applies software metrics, associating software artifacts with numerical values. Unfortunately, advanced software metrics are commonly measured at a level of small artifacts, eg methods and classes, and fail to provide an adequate picture of the system maintainability. Continuing the analogy, the state-of-the-art in software metrics corresponds to a condition report detailing the state of every brick and obscuring the general computer scientists observe software engineers in the process of building software systems. Industrial collaboration therefore shouldn’t be seen as a symptom of “applied” research but rather be viewed as fundamental research in software engineering practices.

To stress the fundamental research angle, we adopt the terms “in vitro” and “in vivo”. Indeed, just like in life-sciences, we take methods and tools that have proven their virtue in artificial lab conditions (“in-vitro research”) and apply them in uncontrolled, realistic circumstances (“in-vivo research”). This can sometimes make a big difference. Referring back to the misclassified bug reports mentioned earlier, we originally designed the experiment to verify whether text-mining algorithms could predict the severity of new bug reports. However, from discussions with software engineers in bug triage teams, we learnt that this wouldn’t be the best possible use case for such an algorithm because they rarely face problems with incoming bug reports. Also, close to the release date, pressure builds up and it is then they want to verify whether the remaining bug reports are classified correctly. Such observations can only be made by talking to real software development teams; mailing lists and software repositories are a poor substitute.

Luckily our research group has a strong reputation in this regard. Indeed, our PhD students actively collaborate with software engineers in both large and small organisations producing software intensive systems. As such we remain in close contact with the current state of the practice and match it against the upcoming state of the art.
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or a large benchmark collection to derive such thresholds. Unfortunately, neither the public thresholds nor the composition of the benchmark collections are commonly accepted or can be scientifically validated. Furthermore, the threshold approaches assume that if all individual values are good, then so is the quality of the entire system. This, however, is not the case for such metrics as the depth of inheritance tree.

In an on-going project that commenced in 2010 a research team from Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands (Alexander Serebrenik, Mark van den Brand and Bogdan Vasilescu) is investigating application of econometric inequality indices as aggregation techniques. Inequality indices are econometric techniques designed to measure and explain inequality of income or welfare distributions. Their application to aggregation of software metrics is based on the observation that numerous countries have few rich and many poor, and similarly, numerous software systems have few very big or complex components and many small or simple ones. Inequality indices combine the advantages of the preceding aggregation techniques and avoid their disadvantages. Similarly to distribution fitting, they provide reliable results for highly-skewed distributions. Similarly to the mean they do not require complex application procedures. Moreover, application of inequality indices does not require the availability of well-established thresholds or extensive benchmarking.

In 2010 we advocated the use of the Theil index, one of the econometric inequality indices, to measure and explain inequality among software metric values. We observed that inequality in file sizes of the Linux Debian distribution lenny can be better explained by the package these files belong to, rather than the implementation language. This suggests that if one would like to reduce this inequality, ie distribute functionality across the units in a more egalitarian way, one should focus on establishing cross-package size guidelines. In 2011 we conducted an extensive empirical comparison of different inequality indices and determined guidelines when different inequality indices should be used for software metrics aggregation. In another recent work we have applied inequality indices to studying the impact of different software project attributes on the development effort. We found that such project attributes as the primary programming language, the organization type, and the year of the project have a higher impact than the development platform or the intended market.

Our current research, carried out in cooperation with Inria, Université de Bordeaux and University of Paris 8 (France), compares inequality indices with a threshold-based technique called Squale. We have found a close theoretical relationship between the two, and we have further conducted an empirical evaluation of the approaches proposed. Even more recently, together with the colleagues from Software Engineering Lab of University of Mons (Belgium), we have been investigating the application of inequality indices to studying developer specialization in open-source projects.

As the most important direction of the future work we consider integration of the inequality indices proposed in predictive models. We believe that the ability of inequality indices to explain inequality of the metric values observed will provide for more precise prediction of the metric values.
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Continuous Architecture Evaluation
by Eric Bouwers and Arie van Deursen

Keeping the implementation of a software system in-line with the original design of the system is major challenge in developing and maintaining a system. One way of dealing with this issue is to use metrics to quantify important aspects of the architecture of a system and track the evolution of these metrics over time. We are working towards extending the set of available architecture metrics by developing and validating new metrics aimed at quantifying specific quality characteristics of implemented software architectures.

Most software systems start out with a designed architecture, which documents important aspects of the design such as the responsibilities of each of the main components and the way these components interact. Ideally, the implemented architecture of the system corresponds exactly with the design. Unfortunately, in practice we often see that the original design is not reflected in the implementation. Common deviations are more (or fewer) components, undefined dependencies between components and components implementing unexpected functionality.